Dedalus App Innovation
A complete solution that simplify and
accelerate your cloud journey by migrating
and modernizing your business legacy
applications.

This four weeks analysis helps companies to migrate and innovate legacy applications using Azure
services. Dedalus App Innovation service can support the modernization of legacy monolithic
apps, move existing .NET and Java applications to Azure in order to improve performance and
scalability providing solutions using DevOps practices and well architected framework.

Why customers use Dedalus App
Innovation

What is Dedalus App Innovation
Dedalus App Innovation support organizations to digital transformation by helping them
modernizing legacy applications to achieve business goals and enabling companies to enjoy the
benefits of a modern and complete app infrastructure.
There are many advantages of moving legacy apps to the Azure cloud infrastructure, like app
upgraded adaptability, lower framework costs, fast and secure data migration, storage
elasticity and business agility. Dedalus team have the expertise to deliver and identify the best
Azure services to achieve these innovation scenarios.

Having a specialized partner to analyze
and deliver an app innovation solution
makes your company one step closer
to a complete business digital
transformation. Dedalus have a
certified and skilled team to ensure all
innovation your company can have.

Dedalus App Innovation can support legacy apps modernization, using Kubernetes and managed
database offerings on Azure, it also provides services and solutions that enable software to be
developed and release faster with better quality and more controlled timing using DevOps
practices and architecture innovation based on Microsoft Well-Architected framework.

Main benefits
✓ Enterprise-grade infrastructure for less.
✓ Faster innovation with a fully managed platform.

✓ Analyze and indicate the best forms and practices of
use.

✓ Decrease risks of legacy inefficiencies.

✓ Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework and Well Archit
ected Framework.

✓ Specialized team.

✓ Cost optimization.

✓ Unified migration and modernization.

How Dedalus App Innovation Services works to achieve business
benefits
Modernize .NET and Java apps with PaaS, low code and managed
databases
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Modernization of Web Applications to Microsoft Azure
Infrastructure Architecture
Migration plan
Compatibility Assessment
Data migration

Our Promise
Dedalus App Innovation offers a complete
solution that simplify and accelerate your
cloud journey by
migrating and modernizing your business
legacy applications.

Build cloud native apps with Kubernetes, Serverless and managed
databases
▪ Cloud Native Application Development on Azure
▪ Function provisioning
▪ Infrastructure Architecture

Drive DevOps adoption with GitHub
▪
▪
▪
▪

Repository implementation
CI/CD Treadmill Implementation
Infra as Code
Code Repository Control

Our Offer
Our specialized team will provide a
complete analisys of the customer legacy
or hybrid application in search of bussines
modernization, best cloud usage and cost
optimization.

Well Architected
▪ Architecture innovation based on Microsoft Well-Architected framework

Benefits
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Enterprise-grade infrastructure for less.
Faster innovation with a fully managed platform.
Mitigate risks of legacy inefficiencies.
Unified migration and modernization.
Analyze and indicate the best forms and practices of use.
Best investment usage.

Why choose Dedalus?
Azure Expert MSP partner specialized in cloud computing, Dedalus has a long experience in supporting companies on their cloud
journey. Focused on cloud computing services, it provides customers with services that complement the use of Microsoft
technologies and aims to ensure the full use of these solutions.
Consulting, Setup, Migration, Security, Performance Management, Technical Support, Customer Lifecycle Management, Managed
Services and Billing Management are some of our offerings, essential for a smooth and safe journey.

Dedalus: www.dedalus.com.br

